Austin Lane
Activity Node

The Northern Territory Government and City of Darwin are commencing consultation on the design, development and construction of an Activity Node along Austin Lane, in Spain Place.

The Activity Node is a dedicated space to support community activities such as street parties and festivals and could include infrastructure enhancements such as decorative lighting, improved paving and various greening or shading options to create an inviting and engaging experience for people moving through the city centre.

This Darwin City Deal project will link in with the newly completed construction of two covered walkways, tree plantings and upgraded seating further down Austin Lane. These initiatives focus on linking arcades, capturing the cooling benefits of breezes between buildings and transforming our CBD into a more pedestrian-friendly place.

We want your feedback and ideas on how to enhance the area, reduce the impact of heat and encourage more people to patronize the area.

To have your say on the design and development of the Activity Node please contact True North Strategic Communication on 08 8981 6445 or email truenorth@truenorthcomm.com.au

See concept images for ideas and inspiration.